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Abstract:  

This study was conducted in order to morphological stability of some spur type cultivars 
including Red spur,Red chief,Red cooper spur,Golden spur,Oregon spur,  and Golden delicious , 
Red delicious as control cultivars  at Urumieh environment conditional.Characteristics such as 
length internode, height, current growth vegetative, limbs angle ,were measured.Statical analysis 
results indicated that there are significanct difference between this traits at inter cultivars and 
between cultivars. Maximum and minimum internode length belonged to Red delicious(21mm) 
and Red spur(18mm),respectivly.The highest height was recorded at Red delicious(279cm) and 
the lowest in Red spur(174cm).The highest current growth shoots(69cm) and the lowest(46) 
belonged to Red delicious and Red cooper spur,respectivly.The changes and the unstability 
among  trees one cultivar at Red chief and Oregon spur was higher than other cultivars so that 
some of them reversed to original plant mother 


